PFP Erasmus+
Module 9: Investing
Investing Definitions
1. One of the equal parts into which a company's capital is divided.
2. A means of storing money used for investment that is free from taxation.
3. When your money is pooled with that of other investors and managed for
you.
4. A tax placed on legal documents.
5. A type of investor concerned with making profit from an increase in the
price of an investment they have bought.
6. A type of investor concerned with making profits based on the dividends
of shares.
7. A type of investor who aims to make profits from both dividends and
increase in share prices.
8. A sum of money paid regularly by a company to its shareholders.
9. When an investor invests in a number of shares from a number of
different markets.
10. A focus on investments with reliable and relatively high dividend yields
where profits are put straight back in to buying more shares.
11. Fee paid to a stockbroker for buying or selling a share.
12. When a company no longer wants to be on the stock market and is
removed.
13. Commonly used term for ordinary shares.
14. Action taken to protect a portfolio against future market movements.
15. The ease of which buying and selling takes place in the market.
16. Initial public offering of stocks or shares in a company.

A. Liquidity
B. Income
C. Hedging
D. Stamp Duty
E.
Compounding
F. Delisting
G. Commission
H.
Diversification
I. Balanced
J. ISA
K. Dividends
L. Shares
M. Fund
N. Flotation
O. Equity
P. Growth
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